Intangible Canvas Drawer Using Image Processing
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Abstract:

Intangible Canvas Drawer is a modern technology that allows you to draw your imagination by just

waving your finger in the air. In this, we have presented an Intangible Canvas Drawer using Image Processing which
can draw anything on it by just capturing the motion of a colored marker with a camera. Here a colored object at the
fingertip is used as the marker. We will be using the module called OpenCV to build this project. The language using
here is python due to its exhaustive libraries. Color Detection and frame tracking are used to get the result. If the
color marker is detected and a mask is produced. It performs the steps of morphological operations on the masked
image generated called Erosion and Dilation. Erosion reduces the impurities present in the mask and dilation further
restores the eroded main mask. This Project is more appropriate for seminars, webinars, and online classes.
KEYWORDS: OpenCV, NumPy, Python, Masking, Morphological operations (erosion and dilation).
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INTRODUCTION

arrived. This will help to draw the pattern of the

Ever tried to write anything by just moving your hand

movement of the pointer. Each pixel at the location of

in the air. In this, we are going to design an Intangible

the pointer is colored with a specific color to show the

Canvas Drawer which can draw anything you want by

drawing on the screen. This object detection is based on

just capturing the movement of a colored object with

the OpenCV module. The object is to develop less touch,

the camera. Here a colored object at the fingertip is

clear explanation, and less time. Frame results are

used as the marker.

generated for observing in the Jupyter Notebook. Each

Here Color Detection and frame tracking are used to

Block of the Design is written in Python code for each

get the wanted result. The color object is detected and a

module. Run the code in Jupyter Notebook to see the

masked image is generated. It performs the steps of

output. We can able to see each pixel at the location of

morphological operations on the masked image

the pointer is colored with a specific color drawing on

generated called Erosion and Dilation. Erosion reduces

the screen.

the impurities present in the mask and dilation further
restores the eroded main mask.
This project is developed to avoid and reduce the

LITERATURE SURVEY
Initially, we have used boards and markers for

hardships faced by this previous system. Moreover,

classes. Later, We have used Powerpoint presentations

this system is designed to carry out the operations

for a clear explanation. After that, we have used some

smoothly and effectively. This project is reduced as

software like Microsoft Whiteboard. There is a screen

much as possible to avoid errors with the previous

touch presentation software. That software can damage

system. There is no need of any knowledge for users to

the screen and there will be no further proper teaching

use this software. Thus by this, it says it is

with this software. In our proposal work, we can get rid

user-friendly.

of all physical components required for drawing and

Everyone loves the touch screen. When using the
touch screen gadget, we feel very comfortable with it.

makes use of a pointer tracking mechanism to convert
pointer traces to drawing.

When the touch screen mobiles were invented and
excitement of using a touch screen started fading. While

MOTIVATION
The initial motivation was a need for a dustless

using the phone with the fingertip the screen started

classroom for the students to study in. We know that

getting lots of scratches and damages on the screen.

there are many ways like touch screens and more but

When we use a screen guard; still scratches and marks

everyone cannot afford to buy the large screens like

over such a beautiful screen is a defect. The same

televisions and software for teaching. So, We thought

happens with every mobile touch. Most of the time we

why not can a finger be tracked, but that too at an initial

have to clean the screen to get rid of damages and

level without deep learning. So we have used a module

scratches on the screen.

called OpenCV for these kinds of projects. Intangible

introduced, everyone felt the same. But slowly, the

Canvas Drawer is a digital drawing canvas that utilizes
OBJECTIVE

a Camera, and OpenCV to write on a screen. The

The objective of this project is to create a simple

direction of the pointer is controlled using the

prototype for a drawing tool that uses hand gesture

open-source OpenCV library and to map the pointer

recognition to paint on a screen. Color Detection and

onto the screen.

frame tracking are used to get the wanted result. The
colored object is detected and a masked image is

BLOCK DIAGRAM

generated. It includes the further steps of morphological
operations which are Erosion and Dilation. Erosion
reduces the impurities present in the mask and dilation
further restores the eroded main mask. The points
which will be captured will be stored in an array for
remembering the locations where the pointer had

Figure -1: Block Diagram
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The incoming image from the webcam is to be
converted to the HSV color space for detecting the
colored object at the fingertip. The Python code converts
the incoming image to the HSV color space. So it is a
very suitable and perfect color space for tracking the
color. We will make the track bars to set the HSV values
to the certain wanted range of color of the colored object
that is placed at our fingertip. The various HUE values
and other different color ranges can also be observed.
When the track bars are created, we will get the value

Figure -4: Fingertip Tracking

from the track bars and create the required range. These
ranged values are sent into the function which is a
numpy structure. The function which has received the
ranged values generates a mask of the colored object.

Firstly Make Four deques, for four distinct colors of the
project. We will use the position of the contour to
decide if we want to click on a button or we want to
draw on the sheet. We have arranged some different
colored options on the top of the screen, if the detected
colored object comes into their area of those options,
we will call their method. We have four different
colored options on the canvas to draw using OpenCV.

Figure -2: Masking an image

We write an else condition for avoiding unnecessary
drawing when the contour is not present. Lastly, We

The generated mask shows white pixels of the detected

draw all the stored points in deque at the particular

color object in the same shape. After generating the

positions with the respective selected color.

masked image, it's time to find the center of the colored
object. In the Code, We are performing some
morphological operations on the Mask, to make it free
of impurities and to detect contour easily.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The code which is written in Python is executed in
Jupyter Notebook. The outputs are observed as shown
below.

Figure -3: Morphological operations

Figure -5: Color Detectors

The real process happening behind the process is it all
stores the movement of the finger in a deque (A data
structure) using Python. The deque stores every
coordinate that the colored object is moving and print
all stored coordinates. It is all done using the module
called OpenCV.
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is first eroded and then dilated. Masked image is
obtained

after

performing

those

morphological

operations. The tracking of the object can be seen in the
frame's window. Following the movement tracking,
what we write in the air can be reflected and visualized
in the Paint Window.
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